BRUSHLESS MOTOR HIGH POWER "D" EXTENSION CABLE (HIGH PWR "D" MALE/FEMALE CONNECTORS)

CONNECTOR HI-PWR "D" EXTENSION CABLE (ECK00658)
PIN CONTACT: #DM53745-7 (20AMP) (ECK00660)
BACKSHELL 25 PIN D #17-1726-2 METALIZED SHELL AMPHENOL (ECK00656)
HDWE KIT 609-006-1 ANSLEY JACK SOCKET FOR THIN PANEL (ECK00328)
MOTOR POWER FROM DRIVE AMPLIFIER INTERFACE CABLE

OLFLEX #36391 14AWG/4COND W/SHLD (ECK01157)
CONNECTOR HI-PWR "D": DBMM9W4S FEMALE (ECK00657)
SOCKET CONTACT: 20A, #DM53744-6 (ECK00659)
BACKSHELL 25 PIN D #17-1726-2 METALIZED SHELL AMPHENOL (ECK00656)

TO AXIS MOTOR